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Editorial

Dear Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to present you the 154th issue of the Magellanic Clouds Newsletter.

This month’s edition is heavily dominated by stellar astrophysics, mainly massive stars, evolved and variable stars
and supernovæ and their remnants. No doubt there will be many other works in the pipeline about the interstellar
medium, the structure of the Magellanic Clouds, et cetera...

The next issue is planned to be distributed on the 1st of October.

Editorially Yours,

Jacco van Loon
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Refereed Journal Papers

Unbound young stellar systems: star formation on the loose

Dimitrios Gouliermis1

1University of Heidelberg, Germany

Unbound young stellar systems, the loose ensembles of physically related young bright stars, trace the typical regions
of recent star formation in galaxies. Their morphologies vary from small few pc-size associations of newly formed
stars to enormous few kpc-size complexes composed of stars few 100 Myr old. These stellar conglomerations are
located within the disks and along the spiral arms and rings of star-forming disk galaxies, and they are the active
star-forming centers of dwarf and starburst galaxies. Being associated with star-forming regions of various sizes, these
stellar structures trace the regions where stars form at various length- and timescales, from compact clusters to whole
galactic disks. Stellar associations, the prototypical unbound young systems, and their larger counterparts, stellar
aggregates, and stellar complexes, have been the focus of several studies for quite a few decades, with special interest
on their demographics, classification, and structural morphology. The compiled surveys of these loose young stellar
systems demonstrate that the clear distinction of these systems into well-defined classes is not as straightforward as
for stellar clusters, due to their low densities, asymmetric shapes and variety in structural parameters. These surveys
also illustrate that unbound stellar structures follow a clear hierarchical pattern in the clustering of their stars across
various scales. Stellar associations are characterized by significant sub-structure with bound stellar clusters being their
most compact parts, while associations themselves are the brighter denser parts of larger stellar aggregates and stellar
complexes, which are members of larger super-structures up to the scale of a whole star-forming galaxy. This structural
pattern, which is usually characterized as self-similar or fractal, appears to be identical to that of star-forming giant
molecular clouds and interstellar gas, driven mainly by turbulence cascade. In this short review, I make a concise
compilation of our understanding of unbound young stellar systems across various environments in the local universe,
as it is developed during the last 60 years. I present a factual assessment of the clustering behavior of star formation, as
revealed from the assembling pattern of stars across loose stellar structures and its relation to the interstellar medium
and the environmental conditions. I also provide a consistent account of the processes that possibly play important
role in the formation of unbound stellar systems, compiled from both theoretical and observational investigations on
the field.

Published in Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
Available from http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1538-3873/aac1fd

Calibrating long period variables as standard candles with machine
learning

Markus Michael Rau1, Sergey E. Koposov1,2, Hy Trac1 and Rachel Mandelbaum1

1McWilliams Center for Cosmology, Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA
2Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA, UK

Variable stars with well-calibrated period–luminosity relationships provide accurate distance measurements to nearby
galaxies and are therefore a vital tool for cosmology and astrophysics. While these measurements typically rely on
samples of Cepheid and RRLyræ stars, abundant populations of luminous variable stars with longer periods of 10–
1000 days remain largely unused. We apply machine learning to derive a mapping between lightcurve features of
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these variable stars and their magnitude to extend the traditional period–luminosity (PL) relation commonly used for
Cepheid samples. Using photometric data for long period variable stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), we
demonstrate that our predictions produce residual errors comparable to those obtained on the corresponding Cepheid
population. We show that our model generalizes well to other samples by performing a blind test on photometric data
from the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). Our predictions on the SMC again show small residual errors and biases,
comparable to results that employ PL relations fitted on Cepheid samples. The residual biases are complementary
between the long period variable and Cepheid fits, which provides exciting prospects to better control sources of
systematic error in cosmological distance measurements. We finally show that the proposed methodology can be used
to optimize samples of variable stars as standard candles independent of any prior variable star classification.

Submitted to MNRAS
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.02841

The evolutionary nature of RVTauri stars in the SMC and LMC

Rajeev Manick1, Hans Van Winckel1, Devika Kamath1,3,4,5, Sanjay Sekaran1 and Katrien Kolenberg1,2

1Instituut voor Sterrenkunde (IvS), K.U. Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200D, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium
2Science, Engineering and Technology Group, Celestijnenlaan 200I, B-2201 Leuven, Belgium
3Department of Physics and Astronomy, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
4Astronomy, Astrophysics and Astrophotonics Research Centre, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
5Australian Astronomical Observatory, P.O. Box 915, North Ryde, NSW 1670, Australia

Based on their stellar parameters and the presence of a mid-IR excess due to circumstellar dust, RVTauri stars have
been classified as post-AGB stars. Our recent studies, however, reveal diverse SEDs among RVTauri stars, suggesting
they may occupy other evolutionary channels as well. The aim of this paper is to present the diverse SED characteristics
of RVTauri stars and investigate their evolutionary nature as a function of their SEDs. We carried out a systematic
study of RVTauri stars in the SMC and LMC because of their known distances and hence luminosities. Their SEDs
were classified in three groups: dusty (disc-type), non-dusty (non-IR) and uncertain. A period–luminosity–colour
(PLC) relation was calibrated. The luminosities from the PLC were complemented with the ones found using their
SEDs and the stars were placed on the HR diagram. The four main results from this study are: 1) RVTauri stars with
a clear IR excess have disc-type SEDs, which indicates that the dust is trapped in a stable disc. Given the strong link
between disc-type SEDs and binarity in the Galaxy, we postulate that these are binaries as well. These cover a range
of luminosities and we argue that the more luminous ones are post-AGB stars while the lower luminosity ones are
likely post-Red Giant Branch (post-RGB) stars. 2) Two of these objects have variable mean brightness with periods
of 916 and 850 days, respectively, caused by variable extinction during orbital motion. 3) The non-dusty RVTauri
stars and the objects with an uncertain SED evolve such that the circumstellar dust has dispersed. If they are single
stars, they are post-AGB objects of low initial mass (< 1.25 M⊙), while if they are binaries, the low-luminosity part
of the sample are likely post-RGB stars. 4) We find that RVTauri stars with dust are on average more luminous than
the rest of the sample.

Accepted for publication in A&A
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.08210
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What we learn from the X-ray grating spectra of Nova SMC2016

Marina Orio1,2, Jan-Uwe Ness3, Andrej Dobrotka4, Efrain Gatuzz5, Nataly Ospina6, Elias Aydi7,13, Ehud Behar8,

David A.H. Buckley7, Stefano Ciroi9, Massimo Della Valle10, Margarita Hernanz11,12, Martin Henze14, Julian P.

Osborne15, Kim L. Page15, Thomas Rauch16, Gloria Sala17,18, Sumner Starrfield19, Robert E. Williams20, Charles

E. Woodward21 and Polina Zemko22

1INAF–Padova, Italy
2Department of Astronomy, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA
3XMM–Newton Science Operations Center, European Space Astronomy Center, Villanueva de la Cañada, E-28692 Madrid, Spain
4Advanced Technologies Research Institute, Faculty of Materials Science and Technology in Trnava, Slovak University of Technology in

Bratislava, Slovakia
5ESO, Garching bei München, Germany
6via Pietro Pomponazzi, 33, 35124 Padova, Italy
7South African Astronomical Observatory, P.O. Box 9, 7935 Observatory, South Africa
8Department of Physics, Technion, Haifa, Israel
9Department of Physics and Astronomy, Padova University, Italy
10INAF–Osservatorio di Capodimonte, Naples, Italy
11Institut de Ciències de l’ Espai (ICE–CSIC), Bellaterra, Spain
12Institut d’Estudis Espacials de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain
13Astronomy Department, University of Cape Town, South Africa
14Department of Astronomy, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182, USA
15Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of Leicester, UK
16Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Kepler Center for Astro and Particle Physics. Eberhard Karls University, Tübingen, Germany
17Departament de F́ısica, EEBE, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona Tech, Spain
18Institut d’ Estudis Espacials de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain
19School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, USA
20Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, MD, USA
21Minnesota Institute for Astrophysics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA
22via dei Tadi, 5, 35139 Padova, Italy

Nova SMC2016 has been the most luminous nova known in the direction of the Magellanic Clouds. It turned into a
very luminous supersoft X-ray source between day 16 and 28 after the optical maximum. We observed it with Chandra,
the HRC-S camera and the Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG) on 2016 November and 2017 January (days 39
and 88 after optical maximum), and with XMM–Newton on 2016 December (day 75). We detected the compact white
dwarf (WD) spectrum as a luminous supersoft X-ray continuum with deep absorption features of carbon, nitrogen,
magnesium, calcium, probably argon and sulfur on day 39, and oxygen, nitrogen and carbon on days 75 and 88. The
spectral features attributed to the WD atmosphere are all blue-shifted, by about 1800 km s−1 on day 39 and up
to 2100 km s−1 in the following observations. Spectral lines attributed to low ionization potential transitions in the
interstellar medium are also observed. Assuming the distance of the Small Magellanic Cloud, the bolometric luminosity
exceeded Eddington level for at least three months. A preliminary analysis with atmospheric models indicates effective
temperature around 700,000 K on day 39, peaking at the later dates in the 850,000–900,000 K range, as expected for
a ≃ 1.25-M⊙ WD. We suggest a possible classification as an oxygen–neon WD, but more precise modeling is needed
to accurately determine the abundances. The X-ray light curves show large, aperiodic flux variability, not associated
with spectral variability. We detected red noise, but did not find periodic or quasi-periodic modulations.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.08249
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Supersoft X-ray sources identified with Be binaries in the Magellanic
Clouds

Valentina Cracco1, Marina Orio2,3, Stefano Ciroi1, Jay S. Gallagher3, Ralf Kotulla3 and Encarni

Romero-Colmenero4

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, Padova University, Italy
2INAF–Padova, Italy
3Department of Astronomy, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA
4South African Astronomical Observatory/Southern African Large Telescope, P.O. Box 9, Observatory, 7935, South Africa

We investigated four luminous supersoft X-ray sources (SSS) in the Magellanic Clouds suspected to have optical
counterparts of Be spectral type. If the origin of the X-rays is in a very hot atmosphere heated by hydrogen burning in
accreted envelopes of white dwarfs (WDs), like in the majority of SSS, these objects are close binaries, with very massive
WD primaries. Using the South African Large Telescope (SALT), we obtained the first optical spectra of the proposed
optical counterparts of two candidate Be stars associated with SUZAKUJ0105−72 and XMMUJ010147.5−715550,
respectively a transient and a recurrent SSS, and confirmed the proposed Be classification and Small Magellanic Clouds
membership. We also obtained new optical spectra of two other Be stars proposed as optical counterparts of the
transient SSS XMMUJ052016.0−692505 and MAXI J0158−744. The optical spectra with double peaked emission line
profiles, are typical of Be stars and present characteristics similar to many high mass X-ray binaries with excretion
disks, truncated by the tidal interaction with a compact object. The presence of a massive WD that sporadically
ignites nuclear burning, accreting only at certain orbital or evolutionary phases, explains the supersoft X-ray flares.
We measured equivalent widths and distances between lines’ peaks, and investigated the variability of the prominent
emission lines’ profiles. The excretion disks seem to be small in size, and are likely to be differentially rotating. We
discuss possible future observations and the relevance of these objects as a new class of type Ia supernovæ progenitors.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.08971

Blue straggler stars beyond the Milky Way – II. A binary origin for
blue straggler stars in Magellanic Cloud clusters

Weijia Sun1, Chengyuan Li2,3, Richard de Grijs2,4 and Licai Deng3,5,6

1Kavli Institute for Astronomy & Astrophysics and Department of Astronomy, Peking University, Yi He Yuan Lu 5, Hai Dian District,

Beijing 100871, China
2Department of Physics and Astronomy, Macquarie University, Balaclava Road, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
3Department of Astronomy, China West Normal University, Nanchong 637002, China
4International Space Science Institute–Beijing, 1 Nanertiao, Zhongguancun, Beijing 100190, China
5Key Laboratory for Optical Astronomy, National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 20A Datun Road, Chaoyang

District, Beijing 100012, China
6School of Astronomy and Space Science, University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Huairou 101408, China

We have analyzed populations of blue straggler stars (BSSs) in 24 Magellanic Cloud star clusters using multi-passband
Hubble Space Telescope images. We compiled a homogeneous BSS database, containing both traditional and evolved
BSSs. We uncovered a sub-linear correlation between the number of BSSs in the cluster cores and the clusters’
core masses, characterized by a power-law index of 0.51 ± 0.07. For low stellar collision rates, the mass-normalized
number of BSSs depends only weakly (or perhaps not at all) on the collision rate, implying that the binary-driven
BSS formation channel dominates. Comparison with simulations suggests that stellar collisions contribute less than
20% to the total number of BSSs formed. Further tests, including analysis of the BSS specific frequencies and their
population numbers at larger cluster radii, suggest that binary interactions may be their main formation channel,
hinting at an anti-correlation between a cluster’s binary fraction and its core mass.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.04805
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Minimum Spanning Tree cluster analysis of the LMC region above 10
GeV: detection of the SNRs N49B and N63A

R. Campana1, E. Massaro2,3 and E. Bernieri4,5

1INAF/OAS–Bologna, via Gobetti 93, I-40129, Bologna, Italy
2INAF/IAPS–Roma, via del Fosso del Cavaliere 100, I-00133, Roma, Italy
3In Unam Sapientiam, Roma, Italy
4INFN/Sezione di Roma Tre, Roma, Italy
5Department of Mathematics and Physics, University of Roma Tre, Roma, Italy

We present the results of a cluster search in the γ-ray sky images of the Large Magellanic Cloud region by means of
the Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm at energies higher than 10 GeV, using 9 years of Fermi–LAT data. Several
significant clusters were found, the majority of which associated with previously known γ-ray sources. New significant
clusters associated with the supernova remnants N 49B and N63A are also found, and confirmed with a Maximum
Likelihood analysis of the Fermi–LAT data.

Published in Astrophysics and Space Science, 363, 144 (2018)
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.02040
and from https://doi.org/10.1007/s10509-018-3368-0

Shocked interstellar clouds and dust grain destruction in the LMC
Supernova Remnant N132D

Michael A. Dopita1,2, Frédéric P.A. Vogt 3,4, Ralph S. Sutherland1,2, Ivo R. Seitenzahl5,6, Ashley J. Ruiter5,6 and

Parviz Ghavamian7

1Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Australian National University, Cotter Road, Weston Creek, ACT 2611, Australia
2ARC Centre of Excellence for All Sky Astrophysics in 3 Dimensions (ASTRO 3D), Australia
3European Southern Observatory, Av. Alonso de Córdova 3107, 763 0355 Vitacura, Santiago, Chile
4ESO Fellow
5School of Physical, Environmental and Mathematical Sciences, University of New South Wales, Australian Defence Force Academy,

Canberra, ACT 2600, Australia
6ARC Future Fellow
7Department of Physics, Astronomy and Geosciences, Towson University, Towson, MD, 21252, USA

From integral field data we extract the optical spectra of 20 shocked clouds in the supernova remnant N132D in the
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). Using self-consistent shock modelling, we derive the shock velocity, pre-shock cloud
density and shock ram pressure in these clouds. We show that the [Fex] and [Fexiv] emission arises in faster, partially
radiative shocks moving through the lower density gas near the periphery of the clouds. In these shocks dust has been
effectively destroyed, while in the slower cloud shocks the dust destruction is incomplete until the recombination zone
of the shock has been reached. These dense interstellar clouds provide a sampling of the general interstellar medium
(ISM) of the LMC. Our shock analysis allows us to make a new determination of the ISM chemical composition in
N, O, Ne, S, Cl and Ar, and to obtain accurate estimates of the fraction of refractory grains destroyed. From the
derived cloud shock parameters, we estimate cloud masses and show that the clouds previously existed as typical
self-gravitating Bonnor–Ebert spheres into which converging cloud shocks are now being driven.

Accepted for publication in ApJ Supplement Series
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.04276
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A modern search for Wolf–Rayet stars in the Magellanic Clouds – IV. A
final census

Kathryn Neugent1,2, Philip Massey1,4 and Nidia Morrell3

1Lowell Observatory, USA
2University of Washington, USA
3Las Campanas Observatory, Chile
4Northern Arizona University, USA

We summarize the results of our four year survey searching for Wolf–Rayet (WR) stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC) and Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). Over the course of this survey we have discovered 15 new WRs and 12
Of-type stars. In this last year we discovered two rare Of-type stars: an O6.5f?p and an O6nfp in addition to the
two new Of?p stars discovered in our first year and the three Onfp stars discovered in our second and third years.
However, even more exciting was our discovery of a new type of WR, ones we are calling WN3/O3s due to their
spectroscopic signatures. We describe the completeness limits of our survey and demonstrate that we are sensitive
to weak-lined WRs several magnitudes fainter than any we have discovered, arguing that there is not a population
of fainter WRs waiting to be discovered. We discuss the nature of the WN3/O3s, summarizing the results of our
extensive spectroscopy and modeling. We also examine the important claim made by others that the WN3/O3s are
isolated compared to other massive stars. We find that if we use a more complete sample of reference massive stars,
the WN3/O3s show the same spatial distribution as other early WNs, consistent with a common origin. Finally, we
use this opportunity to present the ”Fifth Catalog of LMC Wolf–Rayet Stars”, which includes revised coordinates and
updated spectral types for all 154 known LMC WRs.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.01209

How common is LBV SDor variability at low metallicity?

Venu M. Kalari1, Jorick S. Vink2, Philip L. Dufton3 and Morgan Fraser4

1Departamento de Astronomı́a, Universidad de Chile, Casilla 36-D Santiago, Chile
2Armagh Observatory, College Hill, Armagh, BT61 9DG, UK
3Astrophysics Research Centre, School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Belfast, Belfast, BT7 1NN, UK
4School of Physics, O’Brien Centre for Science North, University College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland

It remains unclear whether massive star evolution is facilitated by mass loss through stellar winds only, or whether
episodic mass loss during an eruptive luminous blue variable (LBV) phase is also significant. LBVs exhibit unique
photometric and spectroscopic variability (termed SDor variables). This may have tremendous implications for our
understanding of the first stars, gravitational wave events, and supernovæ. A key question here is whether all evolved
massive stars passing through the blue supergiant phase are dormant SDor variables transforming during a brief
period, or whether LBVs are truly unique objects.
By investigating the OGLE light-curves of 64 B supergiants (Bsgs) in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) on a timescale
of three years with a cadence of one night, the incidence of SDor variables amongst the Bsgs population is investigated.
From our sample, we find just one Bsg, AzV261, that displays the photometric behaviour characteristic of SDoradus
variables. We obtain and study a new VLT X-shooter spectrum of AzV261 in order to investigate whether the
object has changed its effective temperature over the last decade. We do not find any effective temperature variations
indicating that the object is unlikely to be a LBV SDor variable. As there is only one previous bona-fide SDor variable
known to be present in the SMC (R40), we find the maximum duration of the LBV phase in the SMC to be at most
∼few 103 yr, or more likely that canonical Bsgs and SDor LBVs are intrinsically different objects. We discuss the
implications for massive star evolution in low metallicity environments, characteristic of the early Universe.

Accepted for publication in A&A
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.01309
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A peculiar interacting Be star binary in the Small Magellanic Cloud

R.E. Mennickent1, T. Rivinius2, L. Cidale3,4,5, I. Soszyński6 and J.G. Fernández-Trincado 1,7

1Departamento de Astronomı́a, Casilla 160-C, Universidad de Concepción, Chile
2European Organization for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere, Casilla 19001, Santiago 19, Chile
3Facultad de Ciencias Astronómicas y Geof́ısicas, Universidad de La Plata, Argentina
4Instituto de Astrof́ısica de La Plata, CONICET–UNLP, Argentina
5Instituto de F́ısica y Astronomı́a, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Valparáıso, Av. Gran Bretaña 1111, Casilla 5030, Valparáıso,

Chile
6Warsaw University Observatory, Al. Ujazdowskie 4, 00-478 Warszawa, Poland
7Institut Utinam, CNRS UMR6213, Univ. Bourgogne Franche-Comté, OSU THETA, Observatorie de Besançon, BP 1615, 25010 Besançon

Cedex, France

We find that the emission line object OGLEJ005039.05−725751.4, a member of the cluster OGLE-CLSMC64, exhibits
a peculiar light curve pattern repeating with a recurrence time of 141.45 days. The light curve resembles periodic
outbursts with a duty cycle of 20%. A second long-cycle of 2500 days is also detected in the photometric dataset. Two
X-Shooter spectra obtained at minimum and maximum reveal a Be star dominating at minimum light resembling the
Classical Be star 48 Lib. The larger Hα emission, the stronger NaD absorption and the appearance of emission in the
infrared Ca ii triplet at maximum, might indicate periodic mass transfer in a complex binary system.

Accepted for publication in Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.00907

A critical re-evaluation of the Thorne–Żytkow object candidate HV2112

Emma R. Beasor1, Ben Davies 1, Ivan Cabrera-Ziri2 and Georgia Hurst1

1Liverpool John Moores University, UK
2Harvard–Smithsonian Centre for Astrphysics, USA

It has been argued in the literature that the star HV2112 in the Small Magellanic Cloud is the first known example
of a TŻO, a Red Supergiant with a degenerate neutron core. This claim is based on the star having a high luminosity
(log(L/L⊙)>∼ 5), an extremely cool effective temperature, and a surface enriched in in lithium, calcium and various
irp-process elements. In this paper we re-examine this evidence, and present new measurements of the stellar prop-
erties. By compiling archival photometry from blue to mid-IR for HV2112 and integrating under it’s spectral energy
distribution we find a bolometric luminosity in the range of log(L/L⊙) = 4.70–4.91, lower than that found in previous
work and comparable to bright asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. We compare a VLT+X-Shooter spectrum of
HV2112 to other late type, luminous SMC stars, finding no evidence for enhancements in Rb, Ca or K, though there
does seem to be an enrichment in Li. We therefore conclude that a much more likely explanation for HV2112 is that
it is an intermediate mass(∼ 5 M⊙) AGB star. However, from our sample of comparison stars we identify a new TŻO
candidate, HV11417, which seems to be enriched in Rb but for which we cannot determine a Li abundance.

Accepted for publication in MNRAS
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.07399
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Discovery of pulsation dropout and turn-on during the high state of the
accreting X-ray pulsar LMCX-4

McKinley C. Brumback1, Ryan C. Hickox1, Matteo Bachetti2, Ralf Ballhausen3, Felix S. Fürst4, Sean Pike5, Katja

Pottschmidt6,7, John A. Tomsick8 and Jörn Wilms3

1Department of Physics & Astronomy, Dartmouth College, 6127 Wilder Laboratory, Hanover, NH 03755, USA
2INAF/Osservatorio Astronomico di Cagliari, via della Scienza 5, I-09047 Selargius (CA), Italy 0000-0002-4576-9337
3Dr. Karl Remeis-Sternwarte and Erlangen Centre for Astroparticle Physics, Sternwartstraße 7, 96049 Bamberg, Germany
4European Space Astronomy Centre (ESA/ESAC), Operations Department, Villanueva de la Cañada Madrid, Spain
5Cahill Center for Astronomy and Astrophysics, California Institute of Technology, 1216 East California Boulevard, Pasadena, CA 91125,

USA
6CRESST, Department of Physics and Center for Space Science and Technology, UMBC, Baltimore, MD 210250, USA
7NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 661, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA
8Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, 7 Gauss Way, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Two NuSTAR observations of the luminous X-ray pulsar LMCX-4 in October and November 2015 captured several
bright accretion flares from this source, which has a long history of stable pulse and super-orbital behavior. We present
a timing analysis of these data in which we detect a rapid pulse “turn-on” in association with the accretion flares,
during which the source reaches super-Eddington luminosities. Pulsations, which are normally seen from this source,
are found to only occur for approximately one hour before and during the bright flares. Beyond one hour before and
after the flares, we find pulsations to be weak or non-existent, with fractional r.m.s. amplitudes of less than 0.05. At
the onset of the flare, the pulse profiles exhibit a phase shift of 0.25 cycles that could be associated with a change
in the emission geometry. This increase in pulse strength occurring well before the flare cannot be explained by the
propeller effect, and potentially offers a connection between the magnetic properties of pulsars that accrete close to
their Eddington limits and ULX pulsars.

Published in ApJ, 861, L7 (2018)
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.09630
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ALMA observations of supernova remnant N49 in the LMC – I.
Discovery of CO clumps associated with X-ray and radio continuum

shells

Y. Yamane1, H. Sano1,2, J.Th. van Loon3, M.D. Filipović4, K. Fujii5, K. Tokuda6,7, K. Tsuge1, T. Nagaya1, S.

Yoshiike1, K. Grieve4, F. Voisin8, G. Rowell8, R. Indebetouw9,10, M. Lakićević11, T. Temim12, L.

Staveley-Smith13,14, J. Rho9,10, K.S. Long12, S. Park15, J. Seok16,17, N. Mizuno7, A. Kawamura1, T. Onishi6, T.

Inoue1, S. Inutsuka1, K. Tachihara1 and Y. Fukui1,2

1Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-8601, Japan
2Institute for Advanced Research, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-8601, Japan
3Lennard-Jones Laboratories, Keele University, Staffordshire ST5 5BG, UK
4Western Sydney University, Locked Bag 1797, Penrith South DC, NSW 1797, Australia
5Department of Astronomy, School of Science, The University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 133-0033, Japan
6Department of Astrophysics, Graduate School of Science, Osaka Prefecture University, 1-1 Gakuen-cho, Naka-ku, Sakai 599-8531, Japan
7National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Mitaka, Tokyo 181-8588, Japan
8School of Physical Sciences, University of Adelaide, North Terrace, Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia
9Department of Astronomy, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22904, USA
10National Radio Astronomy Observatory, 520 Edgemont Rd., Charlottesville, VA 22903, USA
11Astronomska Opservatorija Beograd, Volgina 7, 11000 Beograd, Serbia
12Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
13International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR), University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009,

Australia
14ARC Centre of Excellence for All-Sky Astrophysics (CAASTRO), Building A28, School of Physics, The University of Sydney, NSW 2006,
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N49 (LHA120-N 49) is a bright X-ray supernova remnant (SNR) in the Large Magellanic Cloud. We present new
12CO(J = 1–0, 3–2), H i, and 1.4 GHz radio-continuum observations of the SNR N49 using Mopra, ASTE, ALMA,
and ATCA. We have newly identified three H i clouds using ATCA with an angular resolution of ∼ 20′′: one associated
with the SNR and the others located in front of the SNR. Both the CO and H i clouds in the velocity range from
280–291 km s−1 are spatially correlated with both the soft X-rays (0.2–1.2 keV) and the hard X-rays (2.0–7.0 keV)
of N 49 on a ∼ 10 pc scale. CO 3–2/1–0 intensity ratios indicate higher values of the CO cloud toward the SNR
shell with an angular resolution of ∼ 45′′, and thus a strong interaction was suggested. Using the ALMA, we have
spatially resolved CO clumps embedded within or along the South-Eastern rim of N 49 with an angular resolution of
∼ 3′′. Three of the CO clumps are rim-brightened on a 0.7–2 pc scale in both hard X-rays and the radio continuum:
this provides further evidence for dynamical interactions between the CO clumps and the SNR shock wave. The
enhancement of the radio synchrotron radiation can be understood in terms of magnetic-field amplification around
the CO clumps via a shock–cloud interaction. We also present a possible scenario in which the recombining plasma
that dominates the hard X-rays from N49 was formed via thermal conduction between the SNR shock waves and the
cold/dense molecular clumps.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.10390
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In-situ star formation in the outskirts of the Large Magellanic Cloud:
Gaia DR2 confirmation
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We explore the Gaia DR2 proper motions of six young, main-sequence stars, members of the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC) reported by Moni Bidin et al. (2017). These stars are located in the outskirts of the disk, between 7 and
13 degrees from the LMC’s center where there is very low H i content. Gaia DR2 proper motions confirm that four
stars formed locally, in situ, while two are consistent with being expelled via dynamical interactions from inner, more
gas-rich regions of the LMC. This finding establishes that recent star formation occurred in the periphery of the LMC,
where thus far only old populations are known.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal Letters
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02028
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The evolutionary mechanism underlying Type Ia supernova explosions remains unknown. Recent efforts to constrain
progenitor models based on the influence that their high energy emission would have on the interstellar medium (ISM)
of galaxies have proven successful. For individual remnants, Balmer-dominated shocks reveal the ionization state of
hydrogen in the immediately surrounding gas. Here we report deep upper limits on the temperature and luminosity
of the progenitors of four Type Ia remnants with associated Balmer filaments: SN 1006, 0509−67.5, 0519−69.0, and
DEML71. For SN1006, existing observations of helium line emission in the diffuse emission ahead of the shock
provide an additional constraint on the helium ionization state in the vicinity of the remnant. Using the photo-
ionization code Cloudy, we show that these constraints exclude any hot, luminous progenitor for SN1006, including
stably hydrogen or helium nuclear-burning white dwarfs, as well as any Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarf accreting
matter at >∼ 9.5× 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 via a disk. For 0509−67.5, the Balmer emission alone rules out any such white dwarf
accreting >

∼ 1.4×10−8 M⊙ yr−1. For 0519−69.0 and DEML71, the inferred ambient ionization state of hydrogen is only
weakly in tension with a recently hot, luminous progenitor, and cannot be distinguished from, e.g., a relatively higher
local Lyman continuum background, without additional line measurements. Future deep spectroscopic observations
will resolve this ambiguity, and can either detect the influence of any luminous progenitor or rule out the same for all
resolved SN Ia remnants.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.03798
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Robust limits on photon mass from statistical samples of extragalactic
radio pulsars
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The photon zero-mass hypothesis has been investigated for a long time using the frequency-dependent time delays
of radio emissions from astrophysical sources. However, the search for a rest mass of the photon has been hindered
by the similarity between the frequency-dependent dispersions due to the plasma and nonzero photon mass effects.
Considering the contributions to the observed dispersion measure from both the plasma and non-zero photon mass
effects, and assuming the dispersion induced by the plasma effect is an unknown constant, we obtain a robust limit
on the photon mass by directly fitting a combination of the dispersion measures of radio sources. Using the observed
dispersion measures from two statistical samples of extragalactic pulsars, here we show that at the 68% confidence
level, the constraints on the photon mass can be as low as mγ ≤ 1.51× 10−48 kg ≃ 8.47× 10−13 eV c−2 for the sample
of 22 radio pulsars in the Large Magellanic Cloud and mγ ≤ 1.58×10−48 kg ≃ 8.86×10−13 eV c−2 for the other sample
of 5 radio pulsars in the Small Magellanic Cloud, which are comparable with that obtained by a single extragalactic
pulsar. Furthermore, the statistical approach presented here can also be used when more fast radio bursts with known
redshifts are detected in the future.

Accepted for publication in Journal of Cosmology and Astroparticle Physics
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1803.07298

Progenitor mass distribution of core-collapse supernova remnants in our
Galaxy and Magellanic Clouds based on elemental abundances
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We investigate a progenitor mass distribution of core-collapse supernova remnants (CCSNRs) in our Galaxy and
the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, for the first time. We count the number of CCSNRs in three mass ranges
divided by the zero-age main-sequence mass, MZAMS; A: MZAMS < 15 M⊙, B: 15 M⊙ < MZAMS < 22.5 M⊙, C:
MZAMS > 22.5 M⊙. Simple compilation of progenitor masses in the literature yields a progenitor mass distribution of
fA : fB : fC = 0.24 : 0.28 : 0.48, where f is the number fraction of the progenitors. The distribution is inconsistent with
any standard initial mass functions. We notice, however, that previous mass estimates are subject to large systematic
uncertainties because most of the relative abundances (X/Si) are not really good probe for the progenitor masses.
Instead, we propose to rely only on the Fe/Si ratio which is sensitive to the CO core mass (MCO−core) and MZAMS.
Comparing Fe/Si ratios in SNRs in the literature with the newest theoretical model, we estimate 33 MCO−core and
MZAMS, leading to a revised progenitor mass distribution of fA : fB : fC = 0.47 : 0.32 : 0.21. This is consistent with
the standard Salpeter initial mass function. However, the relation between MCO−core and MZAMS could be affected by
binary evolution, which is not taken into account in this study and should be considered in the future work to derive
a better progenitor mass distribution estimate.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.03426
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The OGLE collection of variable stars. Type II Cepheids in the
Magellanic System
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We present a nearly complete collection of type II Cepheids in the Magellanic System. The sample consists of 338
objects: 285 and 53 variables in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, respectively. Based on the pulsation periods
and light-curve morphology, we classified 118 of our type II Cepheids as BLHer, 120 as WVir, 34 as peculiar WVir,
and 66 as RVTau stars. For all objects, we publish time-series VI photometry obtained during the OGLE-IV survey,
from 2010 to the end of 2017.
We present the most interesting individual objects in our collection: 16 type II Cepheids showing additional eclipsing
or ellipsoidal variability, two RVTau variables more than 2.5 mag fainter than other stars of this type in the LMC,
an RVb star that drastically decreased the amplitude of the long-period modulation, type II Cepheids exhibiting
significant amplitude and period changes, and an RVTau star which experiences interchanges of deep and shallow
minima. We show that peculiar WVir stars have markedly different spatial distribution than other subclasses of type
II Cepheids, which indicates different evolutionary histories of these objects.

Published in Acta Astronomica, 68, 89 (2018)
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.00008
and from ftp://ftp.astrouw.edu.pl/ogle/ogle4/OCVS/lmc/t2cep/pap.pdf

Can a bright and energetic X-ray pulsar be hiding amid the debris of
SN1987A?
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The mass of the stellar precursor of supernova (SN) 1987A and the burst of neutrinos observed at the moment of the
explosion are consistent with the core-collapse formation of a neutron star. However, no compelling evidence for the
presence in SN1987A of a compact object of any kind has been found yet in any band of the electromagnetic spectrum,
prompting questions on whether the neutron star survived and, if it did, on its properties. Starting from the analysis
of recent Chandra observations, here we appraise the current observational situation. We derived limits on the X-ray
luminosity of a compact object with a nonthermal, Crab-pulsar-like spectrum of the order of ≈ (1–5)× 1035 erg s−1,
corresponding to limits on the rotational energy loss of a possible X-ray pulsar in SN1987A of ≈ (0.5–1.5)× 1038 erg
s−1. However, a much brighter X-ray source cannot be excluded if, as is likely, it is enshrouded in a cloud of absorbing
matter with metallicity similar to that expected in the outer layers of a massive star towards the end of its life. We
found that other limits obtained from various arguments and observations in other energy ranges either are unbinding
or allow a similar maximum luminosity of the order of ≈ 1035 erg s−1. We conclude that while a pulsar alike the one
in the Crab Nebula in both luminosity and spectrum is hardly compatible with the observations, there is ample space
for an ‘ordinary’ X-ray-emitting young neutron star, born with normal initial spin period, temperature and magnetic
field, to be hiding inside the evolving remnant of SN 1987A.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal, 857, 58 (2018)
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1803.04692
and from http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018ApJ...857...58E
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Gaia Data Release 2: the first Gaia catalogue of long-period variable
candidates
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Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) provides a unique all-sky catalogue of 550 737 variable stars, of which 151 761 are long-
period variable (LPV) candidates with G variability amplitudes larger than 0.2 mag (5–95% quantile range). About
one-fifth of the LPV candidates are Mira candidates, the majority of the rest are semi-regular variable candidates. For
each source, G, GBP , and GRP photometric time-series are published, together with some LPV-specific attributes for
the subset of 89 617 candidates with periods in G longer than 60 days.
We describe this first Gaia catalogue of LPV candidates, give an overview of its content, and present various validation
checks.
Various samples of LPVs were used to validate the catalogue: a sample of well-studied very bright LPVs with light
curves from the American Association of Variable Star Observers that are partly contemporaneous with Gaia light
curves, a sample of Gaia LPV candidates with good parallaxes, the All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovæ cata-
logue of LPVs, and the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment catalogues of LPVs towards the Magellanic Clouds
and the Galactic bulge.
The analyses of these samples show a good agreement between Gaia DR2 and literature periods. The same is globally
true for bolometric corrections of M-type stars. The main contaminant of our DR2 catalogue comes from young stellar
objects (YSOs) in the solar vicinity (within ∼1 kpc), although their number in the whole catalogue is only at the
percent level. A cautionary note is provided about parallax-dependent LPV attributes published in the catalogue.
This first Gaia catalogue of LPVs approximately doubles the number of known LPVs with amplitudes larger than 0.2
mag, despite the conservative candidate selection criteria that prioritise low contamination over high completeness,
and despite the limited DR2 time coverage compared to the long periods characteristic of LPVs. It also contains a
small set of YSO candidates, which offers the serendipitous opportunity to study these objects at an early stage of the
Gaia data releases.

Accepted for publication in A&A
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1805.02035
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A multiline study of a high-mass young stellar object in the Small
Magellanic Cloud with ALMA: the detection of methanol gas at 0.2
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We report the results of subparsec-scale submillimeter observations towards an embedded high-mass young stellar
object in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) with ALMA. Complementary infrared data obtained with the Akari
satellite and the Gemini South telescope are also presented. The target infrared point source is spatially resolved into
two dense molecular cloud cores; one is associated with a high-mass young stellar object (YSO core), while another
is not associated with an infrared source (East core). The two cores are dynamically associated but show different
chemical characteristics. Emission lines of CS, C33S, H2CS, SO, SO2, CH3OH, H13CO+, H13CN, SiO, and dust
continuum are detected from the observed region. Tentative detection of HDS is also reported. The first detection of
CH3OH in the SMC has a strong impact on our understanding of the formation of complex organic molecules in metal-
poor environments. The gas temperature is estimated to be ∼10 K based on the rotation analysis of CH3OH lines. The
fractional abundance of CH3OH gas in the East core is estimated to be (0.5–1.5)× 10−8, which is comparable with or
marginally higher than those of similar cold sources in our Galaxy despite a factor of five lower metallicity in the SMC.
This work provides observational evidence that an organic molecule like CH3OH, which is largely formed on grain
surfaces, can be produced even in a significantly lower metallicity environment compared to the solar neighborhood.
A possible origin of cold CH3OH gas in the observed dense core is discussed.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal, 862, 102 (2018)
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An atlas of cool supergiants from the Magellanic Clouds and typical
interlopers: atlas of cool supergiants in the Magellanic Clouds
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We present an atlas composed of more than 1500 spectra of late-type stars spectral types from G to M) observed
simultaneously in the optical and calcium triplet spectral ranges. These spectra were obtained as part of a survey to
search for cool supergiants in the Magellanic Clouds and were taken over four epochs. We provide the spectral and
luminosity classification for each spectrum (71% are supergiants, 13% are giants or luminous giants, 4% are carbon
or S stars, and the remaining 12% are foreground stars of lesser luminosities). We also provide a detailed guide for
the spectral classification of luminous late-type stars, the result of the extensive classification work done for the atlas.
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Although this guide is based on classical criteria, we have put them together and re-elaborated them for modern CCD-
spectra as these criteria were scattered among many different works and mainly conceived for use with photographic
plate spectra. The result is a systematic, well-tested process for identifying and classifying luminous late-type stars,
illustrated with CCD spectra of standard stars and the classifications of our own catalogue.

Accepted for publication in Astronomy & Astrophysics
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1807.07456
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Based on new observations and improved modeling techniques, we have reanalyzed seven Cepheids in the Large
Magellanic Cloud. Improved physical parameters have been determined for the exotic system OGLELMC-CEP-1718
composed of two first-overtone Cepheids and a completely new model was obtained for the OGLELMC-CEP-1812
classical Cepheid. This is now the shortest period Cepheid for which the projection factor is measured. The typical
accuracy of our dynamical masses and radii determinations is 1%. The radii of the six classical Cepheids follow period–
radius relations in the literature. Our very accurate physical parameter measurements allow us to calculate a purely
empirical, tight period–mass–radius relation that agrees well with theoretical relations derived from non-canonical
models. This empirical relation is a powerful tool to calculate accurate masses for single Cepheids for which precise
radii can be obtained from Baade–Wesselink-type analyses. The mass of the type-II Cepheid κPav, 0.56± 0.08 M⊙,
determined using this relation is in a very good agreement with theoretical predictions. We find large differences
between the p-factor values derived for the Cepheids in our sample. Evidence is presented that a simple period–p-
factor relation shows an intrinsic dispersion, hinting at the relevance of other parameters, such as the masses, radii,
and radial velocity variation amplitudes. We also find evidence that the systematic blueshift exhibited by Cepheids,
is primarily correlated with their gravity. The companion star of the Cepheid in the OGLELMC-CEP-4506 system
has a very similar temperature and luminosity, and is clearly located inside the Cepheid instability strip, yet it is not
pulsating.
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